
Drive high-value app 
installs, fraud free

Ogury has established a new standard
for app-installs, one that is focused
on driving high levels of post-install
engagement and free from fraud.
Accurately engage new users who have
an inherent need for your app, but
are yet to discover it, across a unique
dataset of +400m consented and known
users, through verified publishers only.
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Today, a lot of the budget you invest in
acquiring new app users is wasted. Targeting
based on weak, contextual signals leads to
installs driven by users’ short-lived curiosity,
rather than well defined needs, resulting in
unused apps. In addition, the combination
of sophisticated fraudulent techniques and
ineffective or unused fraud detection tools
means significant money is lost on fake
results. It’s frustrating to say the least.

Leverage Ogury’s unique mobile user journey data
to accurately map the mobile user journey of 400+ 
million first-party consented users. Every step in
the journey is an app or a website. Your App
Universe is a unique representation of all the
mobile journeys, out of the 400m, that include your 
app. It provides precious insights about your app’s
existing users and potential new users.

Following the principles of natural language
processing, where two words with similar contexts
are regarded as similar, our state of the art App Affinity 
Recommendation algorithm regards two apps with 
similar contexts as similar, where the App Universe 
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Acquire users that have a latent need for your app

• App Install fraud is getting worse. 
Predicted to be 26% of spend in 20191 

• Nearly 1 in 4 people abandon mobile apps 
after just one use2
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2 Techcrunch
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is the context. By identifying all users whose mobile 
journeys are similar to that of your App Universe, but 
do not have your app installed, we are able to reach 
new users with a true affinity and latent need for your 
app. Ogury helps them discover you.



Creative formats that attract and respect your new users

Ogury Acquire is currently in Restricted Release, please contact your Ogury Success
Manager or email acquire@ogury.co to find out more about eligibility.

Quality, Fraud Free Results

5× 21%*

Acquire users with an inherent affinity for your
app based on accurate behaviors, interests

and needs. Not unreliable context.

Acquire only consented and known users,
through verified publishers alone. No

affiliates, no intermediaries, no brokering.

Higher post-install engagement than average Fraud rates vs. an industry average of 7.8%.

* Percentage of installs rejected on average by Adjust’s fraud prevention system
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